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BG2V STRENGTHENS ITS MERGERS-ACQUISITIONS/PRIVATE EQUITY AND TAX LAW PRACTICES WITH HERVE DE KERVASDOUE AND JEAN-SEBASTIEN DUMONT JOINING THE FIRM AS PARTNERS, ALONG WITH FOUR ASSOCIATES

BG2V CONTINUES ITS DEVELOPMENT AND CONFIRMS ITS AMBITIONS
One year after coopting Camille de Verdelhan as partner, BG2V continues its development by strengthening its Merger-Acquisitions/Private Equity and Tax Law teams.

Hervé de Kervasdoué and Jean-Sébastien Dumont join BG2V as partners.

They are accompanied by their associates: Jérôme Albertin, Rémi Dias, Julia André and Pascal Rouanet.

Created in 2010, BG2V now has 27 lawyers, including 11 partners all from large Parisian business law firms and all sharing the same values and same culture of rigor and excellence.

The Merger-Acquisitions/Private Equity Department now has 4 partners (Roland Guény, Stanislas Richoillez, Camille de Verdelhan and Hervé de Kervasdoué) and 6 associates. The Tax Law Department has two partners (Jean-Marc Valot and Jean-Sébastien Dumont) and 3 associates.

“The arrival of Hervé de Kervasdoué and Jean-Sébastien Dumont, accompanied by their associates, merely confirms, although not needed, BG2V’s dynamism and development. We are strengthening our ability to be involved in major merger-acquisitions and private equity transactions and in tax law, notably including real estate tax”, stated Roland Guény, a BG2V partner.

“Hervé’s and Jean-Sébastien's experience, together with their personalities and their entrepreneurial nature, also enable us to develop synergies that already exist between our various departments, and specifically in corporate, merger-acquisitions, private equity, tax and property law”, added Jean-Marc Valot, a BG2V partner.

“We look forward to joining BG2V, a young and entrepreneurial firm whose dynamism and ambitions are confirmed by the following: offering small and mid-sized companies and large groups, a complete range of specialities and services with high added value, in a highly responsive and well-adapted fashion”, declared Hervé de Kervasdoué and Jean-Sébastien Dumont.

HERVÉ DE KERVASDOUE, PARTNER – MERGER-ACQUISITIONS/PRIVATE EQUITY DEPARTMENT


He holds a DEA in International Economic Law and an LL.M. from Cornell University, in the State of New York in the United States.

Before joining BG2V, Hervé de Kervasdoué was a partner at Redlink, which he co-founded in 2007 after having practiced at Hogan & Hartson LLP, HSD Ernst & Young and DDG.

Hervé advises companies, both listed and unlisted, regarding their strategic merger-acquisitions transactions and/or joint ventures, as well as investment funds and entrepreneurs for their fund-raising. He is also notably involved in the media, Internet, luxury, sports and biotechnologies sectors.

JEAN-SEBASTIEN DUMONT - PARTNER, TAX DEPARTMENT

Jean-Sébastien Dumont is a member of the Paris Bar (2001).

He holds a DESS in Notarial Law and a DESS in Tax Law and Commercial Law.

Jean-Sébastien assists French and international groups in the media, new technologies and real estate sectors, with managing their tax issues, and senior executives with organizing and transferring their assets.

He has developed tax expertise in the fields of structuring, merger-acquisitions, private equity, management packages and management of tax audits and tax litigation.

Prior to joining BG2V, Jean-Sébastien was a partner at Redlink and had previously practiced at Nixon Peabody, Taylor Wessing France and CMS Bureau Francis Lefebvre.
Jérôme Albertin is a member of the Paris Bar (2009).

He holds a Master II in Business Law (Université Paris XII) and a Master II in Applied Intellectual Property Law (Université Paris XII).

Jérôme also practiced at Redlink with Hervé de Kervasdoué and at LS Avocats.

Rémi Dias is a member of the Paris Bar (2013).

He holds a Master II in Economic Law (Université Aix-Marseille III) and a Corporate Counsel Degree (Diplôme de Juriste Conseil d'Entreprise) (Université Aix-Marseille III) and a Master in Corporate Engineering (Université Aix-Marseille III).

Rémi Dias previously practiced at Redlink and had internships at Weiser Mazars LLP (New York), Nixon Peabody LLP and SBKG & Associés.

Julia André is a member of the Paris Bar (2016).

She holds a Master I in Business Law and a Master II in Business Lawyer’s Practice (Université de Paris Descartes) and an L.L.M. in International Business Law (Université de Panthéon-Assas).

Julia previously practiced at Redlink and had internships at Sagem Défense Sécurité and at Kohn Avocats & Associés and Orsay Avocats.

Pascal Rouanet is a member of the Paris Bar (2016).

He holds an LL.M (King’s College London) a Master II in International Commercial Law and a DU in In-depth Torts Law (Université de Montpellier) and a Master I in International and European Law (Université de Nice Sophia Antipolis).

Pascal previously practiced at Redlink and, before that, he had internships at Taylor Wessing, Gordon S. Blair Law Offices and EY Law.

About BG2V:
BG2V is an independent French law firm created in 2010. With nearly 30 lawyers, including 11 partners, BG2V offers full service to its clients in all business law fields, in both an advisory role and in litigation.

Recognized for their expertise and personal commitment, our partners, accompanied by their specialized teams, work in the fields of corporate/mergers-acquisitions, private equity, distressed companies, tax and intellectual property/new technologies law, litigation, and commercial, criminal, employment and real estate law. We provide customized, high-quality services to our clients at a controlled cost.

BG2V's lawyers work both in French and English and are admitted to practice in France with certain lawyers being admitted to practice in the United States (New York Bar). For the firm’s cross-border cases (notably in continental Europe, in Anglo-Saxon countries and in the Middle East), the firm has also established preferred relationships with foreign law firms who share the same degree of excellence and legal expertise.

To learn more: bg2v.com
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